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Ginger, Kathryn M. M.S., Purdue University, December 1993. A regional analysis of
cloudy mean spherical albedo over the marine stratocumulus region and the tropical
Atlantic ocean. Major Professor: Harshvardhan.
Since clouds are the largest variable in Earth's radiation budget, it is critical to
determine both the spatial and temporal characteristics of their radiative properties. This
study examines the relationships between cloud properties and cloud fraction in order to
supplement grid scale parameterizations. The satellite data used in this study is from three
hourly ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) and monthly ERBE
(Earth Radiation Budget Experiment) data on a 2.5 ° × 2.5 ° latitude-longitude grid. Mean
cloud spherical albedo, the mean optical depth distribution and cloud fraction are
examined and compared off the coast of California and the mid-tropical Atlantic for July
1987 and 1988. Individual grid boxes and spatial averages over several grid boxes are
correlated to Coakley's (1991) theory of reflection for uniform and broken layered cloud
and to Kedem, et al.'s (1990) f'mdings that rainfall volume and fractional area of rain in
convective systems is linear. Kedem's hypothesis can be expressed in terms of cloud
properties. That is, the total volume of liquid in a box is a linear function of cloud
fraction.
Results for the marine stratocumulus regime indicate that albedo is often invariant
for cloud fractions of 20% to 80%. Coakley's satellite model of small and large clouds
with cores (1 km) and edges (100 m) is consistent with this observation. The cores
maintain high liquid water concentrations and large droplets while the edges contain low
liquid water concentrations and small droplets. Large clouds are just a collection of cores.
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The mean optical depth (TAU) distributions support the above observation with TAU
values of 3.55 to 9.38 favored across all cloud fractions. From these results, a method
based upon Kedem, et al's theory is proposed to separate the cloud fraction and liquid
water path (LWP) calculations in a general circulation model (GCM). In terms of spatial
averaging, a linear relationship between albedo and cloud fraction is observed.
For tropical locations outside the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), results
of cloud fraction and albedo spatial averaging followed that of the stratus boxes containing
few overcast scenes. Both the ideas of Coaldey and Kedem, et al. apply. Within the
ITCZ, the grid boxes tended to have the same statistical properties as stratus boxes
containing many overcast scenes. Because different dynamical forcing mechanisms are
present, it is difficult to devise a method for determining subgrid scale variations. Neither
of the theories proposed by Kedem, et al. or Coakley works well for the boxes with
numerous overcast scenes.
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Clouds are the largest variable in Earth's radiation budget, so it is critical to
determine both the spatial and temporal characteristics of their radiative properties.
Clouds absorb and emit long wave radiation, provide for the release of latent heat, allow
for the redistribution of sensible heat, and reflect the majority of incident short wave
radiation that is reflected by the Earth system. Thus, they act as the vital link between
radiative processes, atmospheric dynamics and hydrology (Coakley, 1991; Sheu and
Curry, 1992; Xu and Kmeger, 1991).
As an example, marine stratocumulus clouds may produce the largest increase in
reflected radiation for a given small change in emitted radiation (Cahalan and Snider,
1989; Ohring and Clapp, 1980; Hartmann and Short, 1980). Radiative cooling then
increases at cloud top and possibly leads to an enhancement of precipitation in
convectively unstable clouds (Cotton and Anthes, 1990).
m
Because climate modeling attempts to incorporate the above mentioned link, it is
important to be able to evaluate cloud radiative properties at both the grid and subgrid
scales. According to Cess et al. (1990), it is the difference in general circulation model
(GCM) cloud parameterizations which leads to variable radiative responses among various
GCM's. Once cloud radiative properties like liquid water path (LWP) and albedo are
better known and properly parameterized, widespread acceptance of climate model
predictions is likely.
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Two problems of the parameterization process are grid resolution and the non-
linearity of cloud radiative properties. In terms of resolution, most general circulation
models have a horizontal grid spacing of 250 km or greater. On the other hand, clouds
exhibit variability on a scale of less than 8 kin. Clouds themselves also exhibit a non-linear
relationship between cloud liquid water and radiative properties like albedo. These
concerns are intertwined because cloud microphysical and morphological properties are
related to area mean radiative properties.
w
A previous study by Avaste et al. (1979) dealt with the resolution problem and
monthly mean albedo. Avaste et al. (1979) examined monthly mean cloud amounts over
the GATE area (5°S to 20°N and 50°W to 10°W) for the years 1965 to 1972. The region
was divided into 10 ° × 10 °, 5 ° x 5 °, and 2.5 ° × 2.5 ° quadrangles. Figure 1.1 schematically
illustrates an example of his results. In the front quadrant at the higher resolution, the
cloud amount may be 50% while at the coarser resolution, the cloud amount may be
100%. Not only increases in cloud amount may arise, but decreases may occur as well.
Look at the left and rear quadrants where the high resolution registers 25% cloud fraction
and the low resolution measures 0% cloud fraction. Because GCM's often weight
radiative transfer by cloud fraction, the importance of the above variation is apparent.
Avaste et al. (1979) also made a comparison of albedo versus cloud amount for
thirty-degree latitudinal oceanic belts. The monthly mean albedo included both the surface
and cloudy albedo. However, the albedo measurements did not correspond in time to the
cloud amount data. The results for the month of March suggest a linear relationship, but
one in which extrapolating to zero cloud amount gives a negative surface albedo (Avaste
et al., 1979). The study concluded that satellite derived irradiances at sufficiently small
grid scales and automated analysis are the key dements in developing a global cloud
climatology.
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Over the past decade, a wealth of satellite data has been archived through such
programs as the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), the First
ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE) and the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE).
However, Rossow (1989) points out that "obtaining a quantitative understanding of
global cloudiness has been slow."
A recent study by Coakley (1991) used one-kilometer AVHRR (Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer) data to examine properties of uniform and broken layered
clouds. For maritime stratocumulus clouds, it was found that at visible wavelengths, the
average reflectance of broken clouds was approximately 80 to 85% of that for uniform
clouds. From the above observations, Coakley proposes an idealized cloud model. As
shown in Figure 1.2, Coakley's model contains clouds with "cores" of high liquid water
content and large droplet size and "edges" of low liquid water content and small droplet
size. A typical core is about 1 km in width while an edge is about 100 m in width. A
broken cloud may be represented by a single core and its surrounding edge, while uniform
clouds are a cluster of cores and intermingled edges.
1===
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During this same period of intensive satellite data gathering, GCM's have been
incorporating physically based cloud radiative parameterizations. Thus, it is the objective
of this study to use ISCCP and ERBE information as data sources for determining
relationships between cloud properties and cloud fraction in order to supplement grid-
scale GCM parameterizations. It is a climate model problem of cloud properties and their
relationship to the radiation budget.
In order to determine relationships between regional mean cloudy albedo and
cloud fraction, a study of the marine stratocumulus regime off the coast of California for
July of 1987 and 1988 is presented. Relationships between ISCCP cloud fraction and
4w
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albedo are drawn for typical GCM grid boxes and much larger regional domain areas.
Probability distribution functions for the mean optical depth, TAU, are also presented for
the grid boxes. Monthly mean ERBE scanner data (2.5 ° × 2.5 ° grid scale) of outgoing
long wave radiation (OLR) and short wave (SW) albedo provides additional cloud
property information for each domain area. Since marine stratocumulus has been selected
as an area of study, this paper's results are compared to Coakley's findings for the same
cloud type. To incorporate convective clouds, the central tropical Atlantic ocean is also
studied and compared against the stratocumulus regime. Even though no comparisons are
made to actual GCM output, the results of the above study will provide information for
verifying and tuning GCM calculations.
Chapters 2 and 3 present a framework for satellite and GCM cloudiness,
respectively. Chapter 4 presents the structure of the ISCCP satellite dataset. Chapter 5
introduces the procedure by which the mean cloudy albedo is calculated for the marine
stratocumulus and tropical regimes at varying horizontal resolutions. Chapter 6 explains
the reasons for favoring a spatial average over a time average. Chapter 7 describes the
results of the marine stratocumulus regime and its relationship to Coakley's model.
Chapter 8 describes the tropical results. And finally, Chapter 9 offers a conclusion and
some suggestions for further study.
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Figure 1.1 An example of the effect of grid resolution on cloud amount, (After
Harshvardhan et al., 1993).
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Figure 1.2 Cloud model deduced from satellite observations, (After Coakley, 1991).
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2. SATELLITE FRAMEWORK
In an attempt to interpret cloud properties, particularly albedo and liquid water
content, researchers have used satellite-based observations. As mentioned previously,
Avaste et al. (1979) examined cloud amount from spatial averages of a satellite based
cloud atlas. Hughes and Henderson-Sellers (1983) also performed spatial and temporal
averages of three dimensional nephanalyses provided by the U. S. Air Force while Cahalan
and Snider (1989) studied spatial coherence plots of LANDSAT data.
i
Avaste et al. (1979) illustrated how cloud fraction and monthly mean albedo
change over different resolutions. Hughes and Henderson-Sellers (1983) attempted to
infer cloud size from mean cloud amount. Cahalan and Snider (1989) concluded that large
scale satellite brightness variations are strongly influenced by liquid water variations.
Occasionally, changes in liquid water content are a reflection of vertical velocity.
During the following analysis of mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction,
albedo changes are illustrated on a grid resolution Avaste had available. However, the
influence of cloud size, as studied by Hughes and Henderson-Sellers, can not be
determined explicitly from ISCCP data. Only an estimate of areal coverage can be
calculated. Finally, liquid water variations can only be inferred from ISCCP optical depth
distributions. Since a stated goal of ISCCP (Rossow et al., 1988) is to translate satellite
information into a cloud radiation scheme that can be used in an atmospheric model, it is
necessary to create a discrete model of satellite cloudiness and discuss the effectiveness of
ISCCP data as a diagnostic tool before analyzing the above optical properties.
k
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ISCCP Model of Cloudiness
For an ISCCP model of cloudiness, each satellite scene is a box of constant
latitude, AL, and variable longitude, Ax. Within this box, there are square pixels of side
Ap every 25 km. For ISCCP, this pixel footprint is 8 km. A pixel is cloudy if either the
measured visible (0.63 _m) radiance value exceeds or the infrared (11 I.tm) brighmess
temperature is less than its respective threshold value for a particular earth location
(Rossow et al., 1988). The threshold values are part of a map of clear sky composites for
all times and locations.
To determine the threshold values, it is assumed that clear scenes are less variable
than cloudy scene radiances (Rossow and Schiffer, 1991). Then by using properties of
Earth's surface and modeling radiative transfer in a clear atmosphere, a map of the clear
sky composites is generated. The composites are the visible and infrared threshold values.
The visible threshold equation takes the form:
I t = Icl r + a(So/x), (VISIBLE) (1)
where I t is the visible threshold radiance value in Wm-2sr-ll.tm'l, Icl r is the visible clear sky
radiance value in Wm'2sr-11.tm "1, SO is spectral solar flux for the satellite channel in
Wm -2 t.tm-1, a is a corrective percentage based upon surface type.
The infrared threshold equation takes the form:
T t = Tcl r - b, (INFRARED) (2)
- 9
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where T t is the infrared threshold brightness temperature in degree Kelvin, Tcl r is the
infrared clear sky brightness temperature in degree Kelvin, and b is a temperature
correction based upon surface type.
For both equations, the different surfaces are low variability water, high variability
water, land (including sea ice), topographic regions, and permanently ice-covered land.
Visible radiances represent a percentage of the instrument response obtained when
measuring the complete solar flux, while infrared radiances are represented as brightness
temperatures (Wielicki and Parker, 1992; Rossow et al., 1988). A threshold value is
exceeded for cloudy pixels if Im > I t or if T m < T t, where I m is the measured radiance
and T m is the measured brightness temperature. The above approach relies only on
information of the analyzed satellite images (Rossow, 1989).
Thus, a discrete model of satellite cloudiness consists of pixels of approximately
the same size and the pixel radiance or brightness temperature exceeding a threshold
(Wiehcki and Welch, 1986; Wielicki and Parker, 1992; Chang and Coakley, 1993). By
using these pieces of information and knowing the areal distribution within a box, the
cloud fraction is determined as well as grid mean radiative properties (Harshvardhan et al.,
1993).
It is also important to note here that the greatest uncertainty in the ISCCP cloud
algorithm is "the assumption that all image pixels containing cloud are completely covered
by a single homogeneous layer" (Rossow and Schiffer, 1991). However, preliminary
results indicate cloud detection is excellent in the marine stratocumulus region (Rossow
and Schiffer, 1991). For the tropics, specifically in the ITCZ, cloud detection is mixed.
As long as a convective tower and associated anvil are one entity, determining optical
- 10
properties is better than when a tower collapses and only the anvil remains.
performance in the zones of the trade winds is not as good as the ITCZ.
Thus,
ISCCP Data Versus LANDSAT Data
In order to determine the appropriateness of ISCCP data as a diagnostic tool,
Harshvardhan et al. (1993) conducted a comparison of cloud detection, cloud threshold
and satellite resolution between ISCCP data and the much freer resolution 57-meter
LANDSAT data. For cloud detection, both the ISCCP and LANDSAT algorithms
(Wielicki and Parker, 1992) use a bispectral method. As mentioned previously, ISCCP
uses visible radiances and infrared brightness temperatures (Rossow et al., 1988), while
LANDSAT uses nadir reflectance (0.83 _tm) and visible brightness temperatures (Wielicld
and Parker, 1992). By starting with the same resolution data (e.g., 1/16-kilometer pixel
resolution) and applying both the LANDSAT and ISCCP cloud detection routines, lower
cloud fractions and higher nadir reflectances exist for the ISCCP algorithm. Therefore,
ISCCP has a more strict cloud criterion, but the trend of the data is not greatly influenced
by the choice of threshold (Harshvardhan et al., 1993; Wielicki and Parker, 1992).
r
However, from the satellite model of cloudiness described previously, the ISCCP
data pixel resolution is an 8 km footprint every 30 km. By degrading the high resolution
LANDSAT data to 8 km and then applying the ISCCP cloud algorithm, the effects of
resolution on the ISCCP dataset are assessed. The results of this comparison for
boundary layer clouds (Harshvardhan et al., 1993) indicates an increasing cloud fraction
and a decreasing reflectance for all non-completely overcast scenes.
Even though the above comparison between ISCCP and LANDSAT thresholds
illustrates the effects of pixel resolution and cloud threshold, the small increase of 8.0%
w
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from 1/16-km to 8-km resolution indicates that the ISCCP data is sufficient for modeling
purposes.
T :
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3. GCM FRAMEWORK
E
Just as a model of satellite cloudiness is def'med in the previous chapter, a GCM
description of cloudiness is presented. For a GCM, cloudiness is generally classified as
either stratiform or convective. The former is generated by super saturation of a grid box
while the latter is generated by a convective parameterization (Harshvardhan et al., 1993).
Grid box supersaturation may occur for relative humidity thresholds of 100% (Randall et
al., 1989) or for some lower value if a fractional cloud cover scheme is used (Slingo,
1987). Convective parameterizations are often empirical and fall into two broad
categories, moist adiabatic and penetrating convection (Cess et al., 1990). The
penetrating convection scheme may use cloud mass flux or the Kuo parameterization. It is
best if the criterion is based upon the cloud mass fluxes (Xu and Randall, 1992). See Cess
et ai. (1990) and Gates (1992) for a further listing of convective parameterizations.
7 Then by using cloud temperature, cloud water or altitude, diagnostic optical
properties may be assigned to model generated clouds. Since model grid box properties in
reality are not homogeneous, the diagnostic optical properties and cloud fraction are often
"tuned" to represent small scale variations on the large scale characteristics. Then by
combining the cloud optical properties, cloud cover, temperature and the gaseous
constituent profile, the radiative fluxes are calculated corresponding to a model grid
increment, Ax, which is typically 100-500 km. In a hypothetical sense and similar to the
satellite model of cloudiness, an idealized GCM box would contain pixels of side Ap, the
pixel resolution (small scale variability). The atmospheric column within these boundaries
is allowed to be clear or covered by extensive clouds over a prescribed fractional area.
w
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A pixel is either clear or cloudy but not partly cloudy. The model grid box, Ax,
then contains several pixels which are clear or cloudy. The ratio of cloudy pixels to the
total number of pixels is defined as the model grid cloud fraction. Each pixel is considered
to be an independent contributor to the radiative flux at any vertical level of the model
grid. Thus, the definition of cloud fraction here is an energy-conserving one at any pixel
resolution. Unfortunately, inverting the reflected satellite radiance field to fit this pixel
scheme does not work because of the nature of cloudiness. As a consequence, the satellite
pixel size and reflectance above background is used to discriminate clouds and determine
cloud fraction and pixel reflectance. This cloud fraction can then be used by GCM's.
Then for determining grid mean radiative properties of a GCM, the distribution of
reflectances over a satellite image is averaged and the contributions from clear skies is
incorporated (Harshvardhan et al., 1993).
Thus, our discrete model for GCM cloudiness is as follows. Stratiform clouds are
considered to exist according to a supersaturation criterion. Convective clouds are
parameterized. A cloud fraction is determined. Satellite data can verify the cloud fraction
parameterization for present climate simulations. Then the radiative transfer calculations
are weighted by the cloud fraction. Both the cloud and radiation fields my be updated at
intervals ranging from 1 to 12 hours (Harshvardhan et al., 1993).
w
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4. DATA BASE
The ISCCP satellite data (Rossow et al., 1988) collects and analyzes satellite
radiance measurements to infer the global distribution of cloud radiative properties and
their diurnal and seasonal variations. This collection and analysis produces a global
radiance set containing basic information on the radiative properties of the atmosphere
from which cloud parameters can be derived in order to improve the relationship of actual
cloud parameters to their model counterparts.
=
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ISCCP data collection began 1 July, 1983 and still continues currently. Four
different geostationary satellites (METEOSAT, GMS, GOES-WEST and GOES-EAST)
provide global coverage every three hours starting at 0000 UTC. For polar coverage, the
NOAA-9 and NOAA-10 satellites are included. ISCCP produces three hour (C1) and
monthly (C2) cloud climatology data. Only C1 data are used in this paper.
The climatology data include location information, cloud amount, clear sky
information, the distribution of cloud tops, mean radiances, mean surface and cloud
properties and finally atmospheric properties. All quantities are reported for each map
location and time. ISCCP provides a read program that automatically arranges the user
selected data variable to an EQUAL-ANGLE configuration.
The map grid itself ranges in latitude from 90 ° S to 90 ° N and in longitude from 0 °
to 360 ° east to west. The equal angle increment is 2.5 ° in both latitude and longitude. The
frrst cell corner is the intersection of the Greenwich meridian and the south pole.
However, all the data quantities are reported as if they are for the center of the grid box.
-- 15
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For the first cell, this is 88.750 S latitude and 1.25 o E longitude, and for the next cell it is
88.750 S latitude and 3.750 E longitude. The data within the map cells progresses
eastward in longitude and northward in latitude. Each latitude zone is completed before
moving to the next latitude zone.
In the C1 data file, the total number of pixels, the number of visible (0.63 I.tm)
cloudy pixels, and the number of infrared (11 I.tm) cloudy pixels is catalogued. ISCCP
also provides mean cloud radiative properties. For this study, only the mean optical depth,
TAU, for visible and infrared cloudy pixels is used. Once a given visible radiance value is
known and corrected for Earth-sun distance, viewing geometry and ozone absorption, the
built in ISCCP radiation model uses this information, surface reflectance, and cloud top
pressure to produce a cloudy visible optical depth. As a result, only daytime scenes are
analyzed and no retrievals are done at night. See Rossow et al. (1988) for details. The
optical depth or TAU value is an energy weighted value. Therefore, it can not be simply
averaged over several grid boxes to obtain an area average optical depth. Through a look
up table ISCCP converts the TAU values to linear reflectances. These reflectance values
represent a spherical albedo of the cloudy portion of the grid box and are called the mean
cloudy albedo. All later scatter plots for a single box or spatial average over several boxes
(box groups) depict this variable versus cloud fraction.
Besides providing a single box mean cloudy TAU value, ISCCP catalogs the
distribution of TAU values and different cloud top pressures for all cloudy pixels within a
grid box. Table 4.1 fists the ranges of adjusted cloud top pressures and corresponding
heights. Here, the word adjusted means visible radiance data is used to verify or correct
the infrared assumption of opaque clouds in determining cloud top pressure.
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Table4.1Cloud toppressurerangesandcorrespondingheight ranges.
Pressure Height
5 to 180mb
180to 310mb
310to 440mb
440to 560mb
560to 680mb
680to 800mb
800to 1000mb
12.7to 20.7km
9.1 to 12.7km
6.6to 9.1km
4.8to 6.6km
3.3to 4.8km
2.0to 3.3km
0.0to 2.0km
w
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Within each cloud top pressure range, a distribution of TAU values and corresponding
linear cloudy reflectances exists. Table 4.2 fists the categories of TAU values and their
approximately equivalent reflectances.
Table 4.2 TAU categories and corresponding reflectances.
TAU Reflectance
0to 1.3
1.3 to 3.6
3.6 to 9.4
9.4 to 23
23 to 125
0to 15%
15 to 30%
30 to 50%
50 to 70%
70 to 93%
F
The number of satellite pixels within each TAU category is the data value provided
by ISCCP. Because the TAU values are given in broad categories, the average of the
range does not give an accurate representation of an individual pixers true value. For
instance, the first category gives the number of pixels with an optical depth of less than
1.3. Since most of the pixels probably have TAU values closer to 1.3, a gross
underestimation of the average TAU occurs if the TAU range is averaged. However,
without manipulating the data, a liquid water distribution may be inferred.
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5. PROCEDURE
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Since cloud variability over land is greater, the ISCCP cloud detection threshold
tends to miss clouds over land (Rossow and Schiffer, 1991). Thus, only the ocean areas
are considered for study. The months of July 1987 and 1988 are chosen because the 1987
FIRE (First ISCCP Regional Experiment) campaign is included. The marine
stratocumulus region off the coast of California extending from 20°N to 45°N and 115°W
to 155°W is the first area of study because it is the region of interest in FIRE. A second
impetus for studying the marine stratocumulus regime is that it is often treated as
horizontally uniform in GCM's, even though these clouds may produce large albedo
changes for small OLR variations (Cahalan and Snider, 1989; Ohring and Clapp, 1980;
Hartmann and Short, 1980).
Since convective clouds constitute the second most frequent cloud type, it is only
logical that they be examined also. A tropical Atlantic region extending from 5°S to 35°N
and 15°W to 45°W was chosen as the second area of study. The choice of the tropical
Atlantic over the tropical Pacific was an arbitrary one, but it did allow most of the data to
be from the METEOSAT satellite.
Figure 5.1 depicts the stratus map area while Figure 5.2 illustrates the tropical map
area. On the figures, letters indicate the individual boxes of study with X marking the
center of the stratus region on Figure 5.1. The tropical region is divided into two sub-
regions. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 display the tropical sub-regions, areas 1 and 2, with an A or
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B markingthecentralequalareabox.
givenby thefollowing tables.
Thelocationsof the individualboxesof studyare
Table5.1Stratusbox locations.
Location Latitude Longitude
X
A
B
C
D
32.5ON_35.0°N
25.0°N- 27.5°N
30.0°N- 32.5°N
42.5°N- 45.0°N
22.5°N- 25.0°N
135.0°W- 138.0°W
142.3°W- 145.I°W
122.9°W- 125.8°W
135.0°W- 138.5°W
133.6°W- 136.3°W
Table5.2Tropicalbox locations.
Location Latitude Longitude
A
B
C
D
E
15.0°N- 17.5°N
5.0°N_7.55°N
7.5°N- 10.0°N
22.5°N- 25.0°N
25.0°N- 27.5°N
34.0°W- 36.6°W
25.2°W_27.8°W
33.0°W- 35.5°W
35.5°W_38.2°W
25.1°W- 27.9°W
All spatialaveragingbeginsat the centerbox and extendsoutward in concentric
rings. For eachlocation, the cloud fraction, meansphericalalbedo,and the numberof
satellitepixelscontainedwithin eachTAU categorymentionedin Chapter4 arecalculated
or are known ISCCPquantities. Although the ISCCPdata is archivedin an EQUAL-
ANGLE format, it was originally reported in EQUAL-AREA. By discarding the
duplicatedEQUAL-ANGLE boxes,theEQUAL-AREA format is preserved.
w
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The spatial mean spherical albedo, R, is calculated from the following equation,
R = _ RiCi
_Ci '
(3)
where R i is the mean spherical albedo for a particular box, and C i is the number of cloudy
pixels in a scene. Since only visible information is used, no temporal averaging is done.
In order to infer a liquid water distribution, the data points from the albedo versus
cloud fraction graphs are sorted by cloud fraction in 0.10 increments. The pixels
associated with each data point are then binned by the TAU categories in Chapter 4. The
quantities are normalized and the resulting distribution mirrors (or implies) the liquid
water distribution for a particular scene over an entire month.
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Figure 5.1 Location of EQUAL-AREA grid boxes for spatial averaging in the stratus area
domain (22.5 ° N to 45°N and 125°W to 150°W).
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Figure 5.2 Location of EQUAL-AREA grid boxes for spatial averaging in the tropical
area domain (2.5 ° S to 35°N and 15°W to 45°W).
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Figure 5.3 Tropical area 1 (7.5 ° N to 25°N and 25°W to 45°W).
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Figure 5.4 Tropical area 2 (2.5 ° S to 15°N and 15°W to 35°W).
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6. SPATIAL AVERAGE VERSUS TIME AVERAGE
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In both the two following chapters, only spatial averaging results are presented.
There are three reasons why no time averaging results were computed. First, since the
number of visible cloudy pixels is used to calculate the cloud fraction and the number of
TAU visible/infrared pixels is determined by a "daytime" algorithm, a method is needed to
infer the number of "visible" pixels during the nighttime hours.
In order to obtain an appropriate diurnal cycle, the number of visible pixels could
be interpolated over the nighttime hours. Rossow et al. (1988) linearly interpolate over
the number of IR only and VISflR pixels from dusk to dawn. Then the nighttime visible
pixel quantity is obtained by adding the interpolated difference between VIS/IR and IR
only to the IR only value. The value for mean cloud optical depth, TAU, is also
interpolated over the nighttime period between dusk and dawn. While such a method
seems appropriate for monthly averaging, it appears too crude for investigating a diurnal
cycle.
Another weakness arises in attempting to apply Rossow's procedure. Typically,
during the day, the number of infrared cloudy pixels may be substantially less than the
number of visible cloudy pixels. This scenario occurs when broken low-level clouds have
approximately the same cloud top temperature as the background ocean surface. For the
marine stratocumulus layers under study here, this problem intensifies during a strong
inversion when the cloud top temperature may actually be warmer than the sea surface.
The resulting cloud would be non-existent in the infrared. Even cloud properties in low
t .
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latitudes suffer problems by Rossow's visible adjustment. The mean optical depth, TAU,
is underestimated. For both the tropical and marine stratocumulus regions, the
adjustments may be off by as much as 13%. Thus, using the number of infrared cloud
pixels alone or Rossow's interpolation scheme to determine a diurnal cloud fraction
relationship is risky.
A second reason favoring spatial averaging is the resulting number of data points.
For any particular box over an entire month, a daily time average yields 30 data points
while a spatial average yields as many as 120 points. When two boxes are considered
together, the number of data points changes to 60 and 120, respectively. Now the
question arises as to the independence of the data points in time and space.
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To examine this factor, Figures 6.1 through 6.4 illustrate cloud fraction versus
mean cloudy spherical albedo for four different box locations during July 1987. Figures
6.1 and 6.2 are representative of the stratus area, while Figures 6.3 and 6.4 are
representative of the tropical region. The individual letters correspond to days of the
month with A representing all scenes on July 1st and B representing all scenes on July 2nd.
The numbers, 1 through 5 correspond to July 27th through July 31st. For the present,
ignore the trend and interpretation of the data, and look only at the data points for a
particular day on an individual basis.
For both the stratus box B, Figure 6.2, and the tropical box of Figure 6.3, it is
observed that a cloud fraction of greater than 90 to 95% remains 90 to 95% for all scenes
on a particular day. Figures 6.5 through 6.7 illustrate this more clearly. The figures are
the same graph as Figure 6.3 except that the data is at one satellite viewing hour for the
entire month. For July 3rd (letter C), 7th (letter G), and 20th (letter T), the cloud fraction
remains at 100% from 1200 UTC to 1800 UTC. On the other hand, an individual day like
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July 10th (letter J) has a cloud fraction range from 20 to 80% over the same time period.
For scenes with a cloud fraction less than 10%, the tendency is for the day to retain a low
cloud fraction. This is clearly depicted for the marine stratocumulus box in Figure 6.1 on
July 22nd (letter V) and July 30th (number 4). From these observations, the satellite
scenes of any particular day exhibit cloud fractions over the range of 10% to 90%, unless
the extremes, cloud fractions less than 10% or cloud fractions greater than 90%, are
observed. Therefore, a scene is generally time independent. This provides a third impetus
for presenting only a spatial average.
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Mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for stratus box A, July 1987.
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Figure 6.2 Mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for stratus box B, July 1987.
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Figure 6.3 July 1987 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the first tropical box
located at 5°N to 7.5 ° N and 98 ° W to 100.5 ° W. The box is four boxes west of box B and
directly southwest of box C.
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Figure 6.4 Mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for tropical box A, July 1987.
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Figure 6.5 Mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the f'n'st tropical box, July
1987 at 1200 UTC.
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Figure 6.6 Mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the first tropical box, July
1987 at 1500 UTC.
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Figure 6.7 Mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the ftrst tropical box, July
1987 at 1800 UTC.
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7. MARINE STRATOCUMULUS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following results are discussed in terms of the cloudy mean spherical albedo.
For completeness, the grid mean albedos for July 1987 and 1988 are provided by the
ERBE scanner data in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. As a formal definition, cloudy albedo is
defined as:
Ereflec (x--:'Y) 5(x,y), where _ = { 1 cloudy
gridbox Eincident (x, y) 0 clear
(4)
The grid mean albedo is defined in the same manner except that _5is equal to one for both
clear and cloudy conditions. As expected, higher grid box albedos are in the northwest
quadrant (40 ° to 45 ° N) of the study area and are associated with the north Pacific storm
track. The southeast quadrant (125 ° to 135°W, 22.5 ° to 30 ° N) is the dominant marine
stratocumulus region. The southwest quadrant is a the transition zone to a broken
cumulus layer.
The spatial averaging of the ISCCP data initiates with box X and extends outward
in five concentric rings. After spatial averages are presented, probability distribution
functions, PDF, for the mean optical depth, TAU, provide insight concerning the liquid
water path, LWP, interpretations.
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Spatial Averages
To put the spatial averaging into perspective, we first examine a few individual
boxes in the region. On Figure 7.1, these boxes are labeled A, B, and X. Box A is
identical to box A from Harshvardhan et al. (1993) while box B is similar to
Harshvardhan's box B except that it is the next box west. Visible satellite imagery
(Kloesel et al. 1988) guided the selection of boxes A and B. All boxes contain over 100
individual time periods or scenes. Box A is at the edge of the stratus region with broken
clouds and partly cloudy conditions prevailing throughout the month while box B is partly
cloudy or completely overcast during this period. However, box B contains one clear
period. Box X is approximately in the center of the stratus area with an extensive layer of
clouds on some days and broken clouds on other days. Broken cloudiness is not as
prevalent as in box A.
Mean Cloudy Albedo Versus Grid Box Albedo
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Since the following results display mean cloudy albedo versus cloud fraction, an
idealized plot of cloudy albedo versus cloud fraction over a black surface is depicted in
Figure 7.3 for reference. The initial rise in slope represents the transition from thin clouds
(optical depth < 1.0) to some medium thickness (1.0 < optical depth < 25.0) appropriate
for synoptic conditions. The horizontal portion with constant albedo illustrates that clouds
of the same optical thickness are present. The increasing cloud fraction means there is a
progressively larger percentage of the box covered with clouds with the same optical
thickness. Once the cloud fraction reaches 100%, it can no longer increase. However,
optical thickness can continue to increase, causing further increases in albedo. Ordinarily,
for GCM calculations, the cloudy albedo is not a known quantity. Rather, it is the grid
box or net albedo including both clear and cloudy albedos that is known.
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Also for reference,Figure7.4 displaysan idealizedplot of grid box albedo versus
cloud fraction over a black surface. There is a constant rise in slope for this scenario. As
clouds continue to form or grow, the optical thickness may or may not increase. Since the
clouds now occupy once clear areas, the grid box albedo must increase. As in the mean
cloudy albedo graph, once the cloud fraction reaches 100%, only the albedo can increase.
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Individual Boxes
July 1987
The mean cloudy albedo plot for box A, Figure 7.5, shows that an increase in
cloud fraction does not correspond to a substantial change in the range (0.20 to 0.45) of
albedo values. The mean reflectance is independent of the cloud fraction. This plot
corresponds to the horizontal position of the idealized cloudy albedo versus cloud fraction
graph in Figure 7.3. Only clouds of similar optical thickness are present and increasing in
areal coverage. However, there would be an increase in the grid box albedo. By using the
above information and modeling box A, a cloud fraction of 40% yields a mean reflectance
of approximately 0.35. A cloud fraction of 80% again yields a 0.35 reflectance. With the
same albedo, both cases have the same optical thickness, TAU, and hence the same LWP
for identical drop distributions. Therefore, the grid box total liquid volume for 80% cloud
fraction is twice that for 40% cloud fraction. This is a consequence of LWP being
independent of cloud fraction.
Turning to box B in Figure 7.6, the trend is slightly different. The lower albedo
values represent clear or partly cloudy conditions while the higher albedos corresponding
to the middle of the month, letters J through Q, have cloud fractions generally greater than
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90%• The horizontal and vertical characteristics of Figure 7.3 are displayed in box B.
Similarly to box A, box B albedos are independent of cloud fraction for cloud fractions
less than 85%. For cloud fractions greater than 85%, the optical depth and hence cloudy
albedo increase.
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It is a tittle more difficult to determine the relationship for albedo and cloud
fraction in box X, Figure 7.7. The range of albedo values between 10% and 95% cloud
fraction is relatively wide at 0.4. Thus, only the vertical portion of Figure 7.3 is clearly
defined at approximately 95% cloud fraction for box X.
=
July 1988
While the three boxes detailed above are for July 1987, the same three boxes for
July 1988 show similar characteristics especially boxes A and B (figures not shown)• The
1988 box A has a slightly wider spread of albedo values going, from 0.20 to 0.60, rather
than 0.20 to 0.45. Both the 1987 and 1988 box B are very similar except that the 1988
box has more completely overcast scenes• For box X, the 1988 box has only seven
completely overcast scenes while the 1987 box has twenty overcast scenes. Essentially,
the 1988 box X illustrates all three parts of the mean cloudy albedo graph of Figure 7.3
while the 1987 version depicted only the vertical portion.
_n of Boxes A and B
Another way to visualize the results of boxes A and B is to borrow an idea from
Coakley (1991), (see Figure 1.2). For cloud fractions between 20% and 80%, the box
contains small clouds with 1 km cores of high liquid water concentration and large
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droplets. Surrounding the cores are edges about 100 m wide with low liquid water
concentrations and small droplets. The higher the cloud fraction, the greater the number
of cores. For cloud fractions greater than 80%, the clouds become packed together and
start to form uniform layers comprised of these cores and edges. These scenes, in general,
contain thicker clouds. Coakley used 0.63 lam and 3.7 l.tm reflectance to infer liquid water
amounts and droplet size. The above ISCCP results suggest albedo is independent of
cloud fractions for cloud fractions 20% to 80%, thus implying liquid water amount as the
more critical variable.
Box Groups
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July 1987
The spatial average for groups of boxes is the next step performed. Figures 7.8
through 7.11 are for July 1987. Figure 7.8 illustrates the first ring average around box X
(box X inclusive). This average includes 8 boxes with 102 time periods none of which are
clear. The graph indicates that both the cloud fraction and the albedo range decreases in
comparison to the single box X. The average has not incorporated the edges of the stratus
region or the near coastal marine stratocumulus. Figure 7.9 depicts the second ring spatial
average around box X. For this graph, the number of data points drops 20% to 81
realizations due to considerable missing data. Any missing data within a particular box
causes the entire scene for all boxes to be discarded. This average begins to incorporate
the edge of the stratus region, coastal marine stratocumulus and the southern boundary of
the Pacific storm track. These features combined with the areal extent of the average
further condenses the cloud fraction range to between 50% and 100%. By the third ring,
,,....
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Figure 7.10, an almost linear relationship between cloud fraction and cloudy albedo is
discernible, but it flattens out between 50% and 60% cloud fraction. One more step in the
averaging process, Figure 7.11 defines this linear relationship more clearly by the
following regression line,
ALB = 0.295 CF + 0.207, (5)
where ALB equals the albedo value and CF is the cloud fraction. The fact that this line
fails to pass through the point (0,0) indicates it is only valid for cloud fractions between
55% and 100%.
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There are two reasons for this limited range and the observed slope across it.
First, as a more extensive area of the stratus region is included in the average, the
likelihood of clear or partly cloudy (cloud fractions less than 50%) scenes is greatly
reduced. Therefore, spatial averages across a marine stratocumulus regime rarely depict
scenes with a cloud fraction of 50% or less. Secondly, the spatially averaged plot of
cloudy albedo has a similar appearance to that of the one box grid mean albedo of Figure
7.4. However, the two linear dependencies are distinctly different. As the regional cloud
fraction increases, the number of completely saturated scenes increases as more boxes are
included in the spatial average. This means individual boxes scenes with high cloud
fractions and high albedo values are averaged with other individual boxes with high cloud
fractions and high albedos.
For example, consider an average consisting of four boxes with cloud fractions of
50%, 40%, 60% and 50%. From the idealized scenario of Figure 7.3 and the results of
boxes A, B and X, (Figures 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7), albedo tends to be independent of cloud
fraction over a range of 20% to 90% cloud fraction. So for this example, let the albedo
value be 0.35 for each box. The average cloud fraction is 50%, while the average albedo
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is0.35. Comparethisresultto four boxesthathavecloudfractionsof 100%,100%,80%
and70%. From Figure7.3, acloudfractionof 100%mayhavea varietyof albedovalues
associatedwith it. Solet the respectivealbedovaluesbe0.80, 0.60,0.35 and0.35. The
averagecloud fraction is 87.5%, while the averagealbedo is 0.53. Therefore, the
observedslopein thespatialaveragesis a resultof numerouscompletelyovercastscenes.
On the other hand, the slopeof the grid box albedois causedwhen clear scenesare
incorporatedinto the average.That is, for two boxeswith identicalclearpropertiesand
identicalcloudyproperties,albedowill higherfor theboxwith agreatercloud fraction.
Furthermore,it canbestatedthat Coakley'stheorydoes not apply to the spatial
averagesaroundboxX. For his theory,albedosareindependentof cloudfraction. Since
the spatial averagesinclude completely overcast sceneswhere the albedos are not
independentof cloud fraction, Coakley'stheoryof largeand smallclouds fails. Further
averagingdoesnotchangetherangeof cloudfractionor albedovalues. Thus,thestratus
areaasanensembleis well representedby equation(5). By comparingthethreeindividual
boxesdiscussedpreviouslywith the end result of the spatialaverage,it is clear that a
GCM must accountfor the arealextent over which it resolvesclouds and determines
cloudfractionin order to modelcloudsappropriately(Xu and Randall1992). Sincethis
spatialaverageis equivalentto a low resolutionGCM model grid, againcloud fractions
lessthan50%rarelyoccur.
July 1988
Figures 7.12 through 7.15 detail box X and the spatial averages for July 1988. As
mentioned previously, the 1988 box X is different than the 1987 version in that there is a
greater number of partly cloudy (cloud fractions less than 50%) scenes and the highest
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albedo value occurs at a cloud fraction of 90% rather than 100%. The 1988 box X
generally has thicker clouds when the cloud fraction is over 80%. The cloud fractions in
box X tend to fall within three clusters, low cloud fractions, (< 30%), middle cloud
fractions, (30% to 60%), and higher cloud fractions, (60% to 100%). These three groups
are more apparent in the first ring average, Figure 7.13. The albedo now has a range of
only 0.20 to 0.50 for all cloud fractions. There is a slight linear trend (slope < 0.5) for this
level of spatial averaging. However, it is not as strong as 1987, Figure 7.8, where a trend
forms at the higher cloud fractions. The two low cloud fraction groups collapse into one
group by the second level average, Figure 7.14, but the trend is still different as compared
to 1987, Figure 7.9. There are no completely overcast scenes and the linear relationship
for the second ring has a slope of .091 for 1988 in comparison to 0.316 for 1987.
Jumping ahead to the fourth level average, Figure 7.15, both 1987 and 1988 cover
approximately the same albedo range, but 1988 depicts a different trend as indicated by
the following regression line:
ALB = 0.121 CF + 0.352. (6)
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Although the slopes and intercept values are different for both years, the range of
cloud fraction and albedo values over which both lines are valid is approximately the same,
55% to 100% cloud fraction. In order to determine which regression is more appropriate,
the fourth level average for 1986 is presented in Figure 7.16. The regression line is:
ALB = 0.205 CF + 0.232 (7)
The 1986 line matches the 1987 results better than the 1988 regression. The reason for
this will be apparent upon evaluating the probability distribution functions described in the
next section. Examining a greater number of years would also confirm whether the 1987
or 1988 regression is more representative of the stratus regime.
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Probability Distribution Functions
w
In order to gain insight about the liquid water path distribution, the number of
pixels within the different mean TAU categories mentioned in Chapter 4 is determined for
every tenth of a cloud fraction. This TAU value represents contributions from cloudy
areas only. Figure 7.17 depicts the result for box X. Since a higher cloud fraction means
there are a greater number of cloudy pixels, it is only natural that this graph is skewed
towards the higher cloud fractions. The skewness towards the center TAU category, 3.55
to 9.38, is indicative of the cloud type and liquid water distribution that is discussed in
later sections. Besides the skewness towards higher cloud fractions, the total number of
cloudy pixels over an entire month is variable. Therefore, in order to compare individual
boxes and spatial regions, two methods for normalizing the number of pixels are
presented.
Normalization Procedures
The first normalization procedure involves taking the number of pixels in each
TAU-cloud fraction square and dividing by the total number of pixels in all 50 TAU-cloud
fraction categories. The base ten logarithm is then taken for improved visualization of the
data. By this normalization process, the sum of all 50 bars equals one. Figure 7.18
displays the results for the July 1987 box X in the center of the stratus region. The height
of the bars indicates the probability of occurrences of a particular cloud fraction and TAU
category. Since this method of normalization does not allow for the cloud fraction
category to be independent, the influence of the higher cloud fractions is still clearly
visible. This type of graph is convenient for comparing many boxes to each other because
it normalizes across both cloud fraction and TAU. Thus, for box A at the western edge of
the stratus region, it is expected that the height of the bars will shift towards lower cloud
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fractions and lower TAU categories. Figure 7.19 depicts the above phenomenon for box
A, July 1987. For both box X and A, the middle TAU category is the most probable.
However, for modeling purposes, it is easier to treat cloud fraction as an independent
quantity.
The second normalization procedure treats the cloud fraction groups as
independent by taking the number of pixels in each TAU-cloud fraction category and
dividing by the total number of pixels within a particular cloud fraction division. The sum
of the bars within a cloud fraction category equals one. Fig 7.20 displays the results for
box X. For cloud fractions less than 10%, the probability is zero; likewise the three TAU
categories between 10% and 20% and the two TAU categories between 20% and 30% are
also zero probability. Looking at the 20% cloud fraction division and the 9.38 to 22.63
TAU category, the probability is 0.87, much greater than the 0.000948 when compared
against all cloud fractions in Figure 7.18.
Individual Boxes
w For box A on the edge of the stratus, Figure 7.21, the distribution tends to cluster
around the middle TAU category mentioned above. This confirms Coakley's model
mentioned earlier for explaining the cloudy albedo results of Figure 7.5. Here, it is the
mean TAU value that is independent of cloud fraction and hence is given by the following
relationship
LWP =2Xre, (8)
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where LWP equals liquid water path, x equals mean cloudy optical depth, and re equals
the effective particle radius (Stephens 1984; Harshvardhan et al. 1993). The LWP is
independent of cloud fraction.
The result for box B on the eastern side of the stratus area, Figure 7.22, displays a
bimodal peak. Lower cloud tractions tend to have thinner clouds, while higher cloud
fractions have thicker clouds. Thus, Coakley's model is not as applicable to box B. This
coincides with findings from the spatial averaging section.
E_
For the year 1988, boxes X, A, and B, have less identifiable features. Box X,
Figure 7.23, tends to have thinner clouds dominating the scene. As in 1987, the 1988 box
A (figure not shown) clusters towards the center TAU category for cloud fractions 30%
to 90%. Again, Coakley's model seems to fit well for this box A. The results for the 1988
box B (figure not shown) are highly variable with no discernible trend.
w
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Before discussing the impacts of the above observations, two other boxes are
examined to determine the distribution from north to south. Box C is on the northern
edge of the stratus region and the southern edge of the north Pacific storm track. Box D
covers the southern edge of the stratus region where the cloud type is transitory in nature,
changing from layer stratus to broken stratus to broken cumulus elements during the
month. Because of box C's location, Figure 7.24, higher cloud fractions dominate for
1987. The noticeable spike between 20% and 30% cloud fraction is associated with one
scene of thick clouds. The other cloud fractions below 60% indicate zero probability
because all scenes are completely overcast or the three-hour time sampling did not capture
any broken cloudiness. Also, at least one out of four possible scenes tended to be missing
each day for this box. Thus, when the box may have had less cloud coverage for brief
periods of time, it is rarely seen by the satellite. As with boxes A, B, and X, TAU values
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of 3.55 to 9.38 are the most prevalent. Figure 7.25 displays box D. For all five locations,
partly cloudy (cloud fraction < 50%) scenes have varying optical thicknesses while higher
cloud fractions have a consistent distribution of optical thickness with the same
probability. Discount the lowest cloud fraction category because only one scene is
represented.
The same two boxes for 1988 are displayed in Figures 7.26 and 7.27. Generally,
the 1988 box C, Figure 7.26, looks like the 1987 box D, Figure 7.27, while the 1988 box
D looks like the 1987 box C. One probable cause is a northward shift of the Pacific
subtropical high pressure cell and a shift northward of the Pacific convection. Thus, while
the 1988 box D looks like the 1987 box C, the forces creating each distribution are
different. This observation helps to explain the differences found earlier in the 1987 and
1988 regression lines for spatial averages over the entire stratus region. Clustering
towards the middle TAU category is still apparent.
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Discussion
It is clear from the individual boxes of albedo versus cloud fraction graphs that for
low-level single layer clouds mean cloudy albedo is invariant for cloud fractions of 20% to
80% or 90%. Since the mean cloudy albedo is a measure of the optical depth, the mean
liquid water path for cloudy areas is also independent of cloud fraction according to
equation (8). Therefore, the total volume of liquid in a box is a linear function of cloud
fraction. Xu and Randall (1992) observed this relationship in a two dimensional cumulus
ensemble model for the lowest model layer.
An important outcome of the above information is its applicability to cloud
parameterizations following a scheme used in the modeling of surface hydrology in a
=i •
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GCM (Harshvardhan et al. 1993). The problems involved with the parameterization of
cloud radiative properties in a GCM parallel some the problems in parametefizing surface
hydrology. Diagnostic or prognostic variables in GCMs are defined for the entire grid box
which may be 100 km on a side. Thus, the liquid water amount or precipitation rate
computed at any time step is an average value over the entire grid box. As Harshvardhan
and Randall (1985) have pointed out, the radiative properties of a grid box, such as albedo
and emittance, depend on the distribution of the liquid water path, not just on the area
averaged value. Similarly, the precipitation rate for a grid box also depends on the local
precipitation rate. Interception, infiltration and run-off are all non-linear functions of this
local rate (Entekhabi and Eagleson, 1989). Thus, a first-order approximation to the
subgrid scale variability is obtained by estimating the cloud fraction (wetted area for
rainfall) and mean cloud properties (mean precipitation rate) of the cloudy (precipitating)
area.
The above idea is illustrated by Kedem, et al. (1990), who concluded that a linear
relationship exists in a statistical sense between area-averaged rain rate (i.e., volume per
unit area) and the fractional area of rain in convective systems. Figure 7.4, the grid mean
albedo versus cloud fraction graph, is the radiation equivalent. For rainfall, the above
argument requires a minimum rain rate over the fractional area and it can not be raining
over the entire area at one time. Since the precipitation rate of the rainy area must
maintain a certain threshold, so to must the mean cloud properties of a cloudy area O(100
km). This is represented by the horizontal portion of the cloudy albedo versus cloud
fraction graph of Figure 7.3. Also, just as it is not allowed to be raining over the entire
area, the 100% cloud fraction (vertical portion) of Figure 7.3 is not allowed to occur. The
mean rainfall rate (cloud properties) where it is raining (cloudy) is then unique to the
rainfall (cloud fraction) climatology of the location. Eltahir and Bras (1993) used this idea
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to estimate the fractional coverage of rainfall within a GCM grid box by using station data
for the local mean rain rate and GCM output of grid-mean rain rate.
7
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Thus, the study of individual boxes implies there may be a local mean liquid water
path associated with partly cloudy areas of O (100 km). Following the convention
Kedem, et al. outlined for convective rainfall, it appears that the instantaneous value of
LWP of the cloudy area is the average of a population that does not change with change in
cloud fraction. Thus, for an area the size of a GCM grid box, there is a distribution of
LWP which does not change appreciably. The probability distribution function (PDF)
graph of the 1987 box A with its peak at the central TAU category is a good example. As
mentioned previously, this scenario idealizes Coakley's (1991) model of uniform and
broken layered clouds. The individual cells within a layer contain different LWP
distributions. Over the box, the distribution may be modeled by an exponential form
(Wielicki and Welch 1986). However, the distribution of mean TAU values by ISCCP
does not provide an easy method to determine the mean TAU values and hence LWP for a
box. Determining an average reflectance and using the ISCCP look up table for
corresponding TAU values is one way to calculate the optical depth. Table 4.2 represents
this idea. Then by knowing the mean LWP within the cloudy portion of a box, an estimate
of the cloud fraction can be derived in the following manner.
In a GCM, the grid mean LWP is determined. From the observations of box A, a
mean cloudy albedo is known. By equation (8) a mean cloudy LWP is calculated. Then
by assuming only the cloudy portion of the grid box influences the LWP, the following
relationship determines the cloud fraction (CF):
lO0%(LWPgrid) = (CF)(LWPcloudy) + (1 - CF)0% (9)
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In practice, this idea is more difficult to implement than determining the wetted
area for rainfall (cloud fraction). Station data provides a history of the local mean rain
rate. However, there is no corresponding information regarding cloud LWP observations.
The probability distribution graphs indicate that there is some median value that can be
used to calculate the LWP and verify the exponential form. To make this calculation,
either a cloud scale model or an empirical relationship between cloud LWP's under
different meteorological conditions is required. Such a calculation may reduce the need
for GCM's to treat marine stratocumulus clouds as plane parallel and use unrealistic LWP
to determine realistic albedos (Harshvardhan and Randall 1985).
m
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For an individual grid box O (100 kin), the computation of a cloud fraction
independent of the GCM liquid water computation will introduce a degree of flexibility not
yet incorporated in current models. For example, when open-cell and closed-ceU
convection occurs, it may be possible to differentiate between their different grid mean
properties that occur under different climatological conditions (Agee 1987).
For the spatially averaged grid boxes, the mean cloudy albedo shows a dependence
on cloud fraction for a limited range. Therefore, for GCM's with larger grid boxes on the
O (1000 km), the climatic region must be treated differently than a GCM with grid boxes
on the O (100 km). Also, Kedem, et al.'s ideas mentioned above do not apply. There are
several reasons. First, further averaging would ultimately cause the data points to
converge to one value in which no trend would be discernible. Secondly, there is a bias
towards overcast skies. That is, the 100% cloudy vertical portion of Figure 7.4 is
included. For Kedem, et al.'s ideas of rainfall to apply, this scenario is never reached. And
finally, with averaging extending to the edges of the stratus region, clouds of different
types (i.e., cumulus) are incorporated. Armed with the above information, a climate
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changeexperimentcould then includea cloud fraction feedbackmechanism.
questionis howtheseconclusionsfit with thetropicalresultspresentednext.
Now the
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Figure 7.1 ERBE July 1987 monthly mean spherical albedo and the location of individual
boxes of study.
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r
Figure 7.2 ERBE July 1988 monthly mean spherical albedo and the location of individual
boxes of study.
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Figure 7.4 An idealized plot of grid box albedo versus cloud fraction over a black surface.
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Figure 7.5 July 1987 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for box A.
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Figure 7.6 As in Fig 7.5, except for box B.
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Figure 7.7 As in Fig 7.5, except for box X.
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Figure 7.8 July 1987 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the first ring around
box X.
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Figure 7.9 As in Fig. 7.8, except for the second ring around box X.
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Figure 7.10 As in Fig. 7.8, except for the third ring around box X.
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Figure 7.11 As in Fig. 7.8, except for the fourth ring around box X.
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Figure 7.12 July 1988 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for box X.
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Figure 7.13 July 1988 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the first ring
around box X.
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Figure 7.14 As in Fig. 7.13, except for the second ring around box X.
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Figure 7.15 As in Fig. 7.13, except for the fourth ring around box X.
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Figure 7.16 July 1986 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the fourth ring
around box X.
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Figure 7.17 Number of cloudy pixels per TAU category versus cloud fraction for box X,
July 1987.
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Figure 7.18 The base ten logarithm of the probability distribution function (PDF) with
respect to cloud fraction and TAU category for box X, July 1987.
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Figure 7.19 As in Fig. 7.18, except for box A.
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Figure 7.20 The probability distribution function (PDF) with respect to cloud fraction for
box X, July 1987.
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Figure 7.21 As in Fig. 7.20, except for box A.
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Figure 7.22 As in Fig. 7.20, except for box B.
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Figure 7.23 The probability distribution function (PDF) with respect to cloud fraction for
box X, July 1988.
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Figure 7.26 The probability distribution function (PDF) with respect to cloud fraction for
box C, July1988.
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Figure 7.27 As in Fig. 7.26, except for box D.
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8. TROPICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
W
Paralleling Chapter 7, the monthly mean grid albedo values for July 1987 and 1988
are provided by the ERBE scanner data in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. The location of the boxes
of individual study are also displayed on this map. As added information, the ERBE
monthly mean outgoing long wave radiation (OLR) is provided to clearly identify the
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. Again, the spatial
averages of mean cloudy albedo are presented first followed by the probability distribution
functions (PDF).
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Area 1
Starting with the 1987 box A, just north of the ITCZ, it is evident from Figure 8.5
that mean cloud spherical albedo is independent of cloud fraction. This graph looks
similar to box A on the western edge of the Pacific stratus region, Figure 7.5, except that
here the albedo ranges from 0.10 to 0.37 rather than 0.20 to 0.45. The majority of
cloudiness in both boxes includes broken cumulus type clouds with more numerous
observations of lower cloud fractions in the tropical box. In the tropical box when cloud
fraction exceeds 80%, albedo values are lower than the stratus area. The lower tropical
albedo range may result from different microphysical properties like cloud droplet size and
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shape, but it is more probable that it results from the macrophysical influences of cloud
geometry (Stephens and Greenwald 1991). Geometric influences are considered to range
from a few kilometers to the resolution of the data. The geometric effect on albedo is
stronger than it is on long wave radiation (Stephens and Greenwald 1991). The effect of
microphysical properties is greatest when ice anvils are present at the higher cloud
fractions.
Figures 8.6 through 8.8 profile the first, second and third level spatial averages
around box A, (see Figure 5.3 for the included boxes). Figure 8.8 is the third ring average
and continues to illustrate a lack of albedo dependence on cloud fraction for a cloud
fraction range of 30% to 85%. The cloud fraction range condenses for the same reason as
the cloud fraction range shrank for the stratus region. A single box, Figure 8.5, has a
higher probability of extreme, high and low, cloud fractions occurring at any one time than
does a large, regional average, Figure 8.8. By the third average, Figure 8.8, the albedo
range condenses from a fh:st level range of 0.15 to 0.40 to a range of 0.20 to 0.37. The
changes in the lower and upper bounds can be explained in terms of a probability
distribution. A mean albedo is associated with a region. A single box within the region is
a representative sample and contains albedo values scattered about the mean. As more
samples (boxes) are averaged together, the albedo values tend to cluster towards the
actual mean albedo of the region. Since the averaging area around box A consists of
about half and half of ITCZ and non-ITCZ boxes, the above explanation of albedo is
functional. The lack of albedo dependence after a spatial average is in contrast to the
relationship found for the stratus region box A. This observation implies that extreme
albedo values of single boxes are well balanced by the opposite extreme. High albedos are
averaged with low albedos for an essentially constant albedo range. In the atmosphere,
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one example is deep convective towers with high albedos being averaged with the
surrounding environment where convection is inhibited.
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The spatial averaging for the 1988 box A is depicted in Figures 8.9 through 8.12.
The data follows the same trend as 1987 except that slightly thicker convective clouds are
present in box A initially because of the higher albedos at 100% cloud fraction. As in the
stratus region, further averaging beyond three levels does not change the range of albedo
values appreciably.
Area 2
The second area under consideration is located in the heart of the ITCZ, (see
Figure 5.4 for the boxes). For box B, Figure 8.13, the thick clouds of deep convection are
easily distinguishable by the extremely high albedo values at 100% cloud fraction. When
this box B is compared to the 1987 stratus region box B, Figure 7.6, the two graphs
appear interchangeable. Thus, at visible wavelengths the cloudy albedo for this tropical
and stratus box are the same in a statistical sense even though the dynamical forcing
mechanisms are different between shallow stratus convection and deep tropical
convection.
Figures 8.14 through 8.16 show the first, second and third level ring averages
around box B. Notice how the albedo range shrinks before the cloud fraction range
condenses. This is a result of the high variability in clouds across the ITCZ. Optically
thick convective towers with high albedos are averaged with optically thin, low albedo,
convective elements (detached anvils). Further averaging across the entire tropics' area,
Figure 8.17, shrinks the cloud fraction range now more than the albedo range. This is
caused by the influence of the less cloudy areas of the Atlantic subtropical high pressure
L
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cell being incorporated into the average. With an area this large, the probability of
completely clear or partly cloudy scenes is low; thus, cloud fractions hover around 50%.
The same observation is visible for 1988. Figure 8.18 is the 1988 box B, while
Figure 8.19 is the third ring average and 8.20 is the entire tropics' region. For the entire
region graph, the cloud fraction averages 55% for 1987 and 58% for 1988, approximately
the average global value for cloudiness. The mean cloudy albedo for both years averages
to 0.32.
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Probability Distribution Functions
Probability distribution functions (PDF) for the region provide further information
on cloud properties.
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July 1987
This time moving from a south to north direction, Figure 8.21 displays box B for
1987. Since this box is in the heart of the ITCZ, it is not surprising to have zero scenes
with cloud fractions of 20% or less. This location is expected to have a bimodal
distribution with the lower cloud fractions (30% to 60%) dominated by the lowest TAU
categories and the higher cloud fractions dominated by the highest TAU categories. A
bimodal peak does result for cloud fractions greater than 70%, but it is not as clear cut as
expected. However, the thickest clouds occur with the highest cloud fraction. Previously,
the albedo plot for this box appeared to match the stratus 1987 box B albedo plot in a
statistical sense, (Figures 8.13 and 7.6). Comparing the PDF graphs, Figures 8.21 and
7.22, shows the dissimilarities of the two locations. The stratus area favors medium
m
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optically thick clouds across all cloud fractions while the tropics depicts both optically
thick and thin clouds. It is no wonder then why GCM's (which assume plane parallel
stratus clouds) lower albedo values to represent inhomogeneities in marine stratocumulus
clouds (Cahalan et al. 1993).
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Box C is still within the ITCZ, but it is at the edge of an area of strong, deep
convection. Figure 8.22 illustrates a shift towards the middle TAU Category. Although
the bars at 20% and 30% cloud fraction are the highest, this is a result of there being few
scenes with cloud fractions that low. Again for all cloud fractions, there is an across the
board increase in the probability of the two highest TAU categories.
Box D and box A are located just outside and ten degrees of latitude outside the
ITCZ, respectively. Using the albedo graph, Figure 8.5, as a guide, all cloud fractions
should shift towards the lower TAU values representing clear scenes, cumulus clouds or
thunderstorm anvil blowoff. Figure 8.23 depicts box A and displays the expected shift
towards the lower TAU categories while Figure 8.24 depicts box D and a continued shift
towards the lowest TAU catego/'y.
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July 1988
Figures 8.25 through 8.28 illustrate the same boxes from south to north for 1988.
Box B, Figure 8.25, shows the bimodal peaks again for cloud fraction greater than 70%.
The clustering in the low TAU category is probably due to thunderstorm anvils. Like box
C from 1987, Figure 8.22, the 1988 box C, Figure 8.26, displays a shift towards the
middle TAU category. The low cloud fractions are being influenced by a low number of
scenes which makes the probability of a particular cloud fraction division and TAU
category large. The thickest clouds still occur at the highest cloud fractions of 90% and
2
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100%. The shift towards the two lowest TAU categories is not as strong for the 1988
box A, Figure 8.27, as it is for the 1987 box A, Figure 8.24. The 1988 box is located
closer to the border of the ITCZ (using the 270 Kelvin contour) rather than just outside it.
For box D, Figure 8.28, lower cloud fractions tend to have the thinnest clouds.
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Discussion
While the results from the tropics are not easy to describe as a cohesive unit, there
are parallels that can be made to the stratus region. For instance, the tropical 1987 box A,
Figure 8.9, has similar characteristics to the stratus region box A, Figure 7.5. Both imply
albedo is independent of cloud fraction. However, the PDF graphs, Figures 8.23 and 7.21
are different. The tropical box favors the second TAU category while the stratus box
favors the middle TAU category. The lower average tropical albedo value of 0.26
compared to the stratus albedo value of 0.37 accounts for the different TAU distributions.
If another box, say E (see Figure 8.1 for location), is chosen even further outside the
ITCZ, a data trend similar to both A boxes is expected with lower cloud fraction being
more numerous. In fact, this is the case, (see Figure 8.29). Thus, for locations outside the
ITCZ, the principles of Coakley and Kedem, et al. mentioned in the marine stratocumulus
discussion section apply for individual boxes.
For a location within the ITCZ, the tropical box B matches the stratus box B in a
statistical sense. Both boxes capture optically thick clouds at 100% cloud fraction. The
stratus box can be thought of as individual high liquid water cores growing into a layer of
clouds and then forming an even larger core of liquid water. The tropical box encloses an
area of strong and deep convection surrounded by weaker convection and or
thunderstorm anvils. Since different dynamical forces are at work for both boxes, it is
82
difficult to devisea methodfor determiningsubgridscalevariations. And, neitherof the
theoriesproposedby Coakleyandby Kedem,et al.work well for theseboxB locations.
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Figure 8.1 ERBE July 1987 monthly mean spherical albedo and the location of individual
boxes of study.
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Figure 8.2 ERBE July 1988 monthly mean spherical albedo and the location of individual
boxes of study.
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Figure 8.3 ERBE July 1987 monthly mean outgoing long wave radiation (OLR).
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Figure 8.4 ERBE July 1988 monthly mean outgoing long wave radiation (OLR).
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Figure 8.5 July 1987 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for box A.
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box A.
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July 1987 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the first ring around
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Figure 8.7 As in Fig. 8.6, except for the second ring around box A.
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Figure 8.8 As in Fig. 8.6, except for the third ring around box A.
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Figure 8.9 July 1988 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for box A.
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Figure 8.10 July 1988 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the fin'st ring
around box A.
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Figure 8.11 As in Fig. 8.10, except for the second ring around box A.
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Figure 8.12 As in Fig. 8.10, except for the third ring around box A.
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Figure 8.13 July 1987 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for box B.
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Figure 8.14 July 1987 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the f'n'st ring
around box B.
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As in Fig. 8.14, except for the second ring around box B.
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Figure 8.16 As in Fig. 8.14, except for the third ring around box B.
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July 1987 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the entire tropic
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July 1988 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for box B.
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Figure 8.19 July 1988 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the third ring
around box B.
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July 1988 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for the entire tropic
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Figure 8.21 The probability distribution function (PDF) with respect to cloud fraction for
box B, July1987.
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Figure 8.22 As in Fig. 8.21, except for box C.
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Figure 8.23 As in Fig. 8.21, except for box A.
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Figure 8.24 As in Fig. 8.21, except for box D.
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Figure 8.25 The probability distribution function (PDF) with respect to cloud fraction for
box B, July 1988.
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Figure 8.26 As in Fig. 8.25, except for box C.
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Figure 8.27 As in Fig. 8.25, except for box A.
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Figure 8.29 July 1987 mean spherical albedo versus cloud fraction for box E.
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Comparisons between ISCCP satellite data and the hypotheses of Coakley (1991)
and Kedem, et al. (1990) has been conducted for Iuly 1987 and 1988. The goal of the
study was to provide information for modeling subgrid scale cloud properties in order to
supplement GCM grid-scale parameterizations. For the comparison, the variables of mean
cloudy spherical albedo, cloud fraction and mean optical depth were used. Two different
areas, marine stratocumulus off the coast of California and the tropical Atlantic, were the
focus of the study.
To begin, a satellite and GCM framework for cloudiness was established. The
satellite framework consists of pixels of approximately 4 to 8 km within an equal area grid
box O(100 km). For cloudiness, the pixel radiance or brightness temperature exceeds a
threshold in either the visible (0.63t.tm) or infrared (1 ll.tm). In a GCM, stratiform clouds
exist according to a supersaturation criterion and convective clouds are parameterized.
Then radiative transfer calculations are weighted by the cloud fraction.
The next step was to compare the satellite observations to the theories of Coakley
and Kedem, et al. Coakley suggests the average visible reflectance of broken clouds is
about 80 to 85% of the same clouds when layers are formed. He then proposes an
idealized cloud model to explain this phenomenon. Clouds contain cores O(1 km) of high
liquid water content and large droplet size surrounded by edges O(100 m) of low liquid
water content and small droplet size. Kedem, et al.'s theory applied to modeling surface
hydrology in a GCM. He concluded that a linear relationship exists in a statistical sense
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between area-averaged rain rate and fractional area of rain in convective systems. Kedem,
et al.'s idea can be applied to GCM cloud radiative properties because of similar
parameterization problems.
The results of the comparison between satellite observations and the above two
theories in the stratus and tropical region were described. First, individual boxes were
studied followed by averages over several grid boxes. For low-level, single layer marine
stratocumulus clouds, mean cloudy albedo was invariant for cloud fractions of 20% to
80%. Coaldey's model described above and displayed in Figure 1.2 portrays cloud
structure, while Kedem, et al.'s linear relationship related the total volume of liquid in a
box to cloud fraction. Kedem, et al.'s theory was considered to be a first order
approximation to subgrid-scale variability. Cloud fraction (wetted area for rainfall) can be
estimated from mean cloud properties (mean precipitation rate) of the cloudy
(precipitating) area. Equation (8) calculates mean cloudy LWP and equation (9)
determines cloud fraction. Although, his theory may be difficult to implement because a
history of LWP is non-existent, it outlines a method for GCM LWP computations to be
independent of cloud fraction. Therefore, in the future, it may be possible to differentiate
between grid mean properties that occur under different climatic conditions.
For individual boxes in the tropics, but outside the ITCZ, albedo was also found to
be independent of cloud fraction. Therefore, the ideas mentioned in the previous
paragraph were applicable. For boxes within the ITCZ, neither Coakley's or Kedem, et
al.'s theories were found to hold. Thus, the use of ISCCP data to determine relationships
between regional mean cloudy albedo and GCM parameterizations was successful. For
boxes in the tropical and stratus regions where albedo was independent of cloud fraction,
cloud structure was explained by Coakley's theory and LWP was determined by the
radiation equivalent of Kedem, et al.'s theory, equation (9).
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A regional scale spatial average of albedo and cloud fraction was conducted next
to determine if a relationship exists between these two variables and if the above two
theories apply. A linear relationship resulted for the stratus area, while no relationship was
determined for the tropics. The direct relationship for the stratus area was accounted for
by the inclusion of numerous completely overcast scenes being averaged together. For the
tropics, cloudy albedo values were found to average to 0.32, approximately the mean
spherical albedo of the entire Earth. Since albedo failed to remain independent of cloud
fraction, neither Coakley's or Kedem, et al.'s theories applied. In terms of supplementing
grid-scale GCM parameterizations, it was concluded that GCM's must account for the
areal extent over which clouds are resolved.
Besides albedo, the distribution of optical depth was also examined. For the
marine stratus clouds, a 3.55 to 9.38 optical depth range was favored across all cloud
fractions. Such a distribution supported the observations of albedo being independent of
cloud fraction and the applicability of Coakley's theory. When locations had many
completely overcast scenes, albedo was not always independent of cloud fraction because
once a cloud fraction of 100% was reached increased thicknesses increased albedo.
A parallel between the stratus area and tropical boxes outside the ITCZ was found.
The tropical boxes had a data trend similar to the stratus locations but lower albedos and
hence lower TAU values. Locations within the ITCZ had albedo values that were the
same statistically as overcast boxes in the stratus region. Upon examination of the TAU
distribution, the fact of different forcing mechanisms was clearly evident in the lower TAU
values for the tropics.
Ideally, the distribution function of TAU would allow for the calculation of LWP
through equation (8). It would have been beneficial if ISCCP provided LWP values. It is
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suggested that if future studies wish to calculate LWP, use the finer resolution B3 radiance
data set of ISCCP directly. The information presented in this study may be used to
conduct climate change experiments in order to provide for cloud fraction feedback
mechanisms. The results may also be used to verify cloud models by providing an
alternate calculation of cloud fraction, or LWP, as a check on model parameterizations.
Eventually, it may even be possible to differentiate between grid properties of open cell
and closed cell convection.
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